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1) For those who do not know me: I am an artist-phy-
sicist, a creator of huge murals, stained glass and other
large artworks (see colour plate ).

2) The Shroud of Turin is a negative image. Since
1988 global Shroud research fixed its total attention on
the C14 dating results The one Branch of physics, which
was painfully neglected through the ages, is the proble-
matic physics of Time and its function. We do not know
how long the first 3 minutes lasted after the Big Bang
compared to our 3 minutes now

3) No one understands how the universe can be youn-
ger - according to newest finds - than some of the oldest
stars we see.
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The Concept of Neg ativity Through the Ages

4) The quantum theory suggested discreet intervals of
time but it is not followed up by its mathematics of
continuous space and time Unsolved Time physics
makes any dating, including the C14 results essentially

suspect, period.

5) Rather, let our attention turn once again on the ne-

gative quality of the Shroud image, never explained,
where the answer to the image making mechanism lies.

6) It is generally believed that the negative image was

not known before modern times. This is not true. But

what mankind thought of the negative was very different
from ours and vastly different from age to age The nega-

tive concept influenced what people thought created the

image on the Shroud and the famous heresies of the

wrong image making mechanisms.

The sweat created image divinely caused

7) True, very few negative forms exist in nature; de-

pressions of footprints or temporary prints of obiects due

io water, sweat7 blood. That is why it was thought in
early times, that the Shroud image is a depression of the

God-man's body made by sweat, miraculously made per-

manent. To our present knowledge, no copies of the

Shroud survived from before 1516'

The influence 0f the negative mold and cast

8) The Greco-Roman statues were still familiar to the

artists of the 6th - 7th centuries, some cast into bronze,

teffacotta, silver.
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9) Artists had to learn about another idea of the negati-

ve, - the mold and the cast. The mold taught him how to
ffanslate the negative form through the cast into the posi-

dve form of his own creation Does this mean he could
also create the opposite, an absolutely free hand, negati-
ve portraitlike design? Not at all The photo negative did
not exist yet for hundreds of years.

10) We cannot project our own present concept of ne-
gativity into another age. But because the familiarity
with the cast he could translate with fair success the ne-
gative form into a positive one, as shown by the breath-
takingly accurate Pantocrator image at St Catherine Mo-
nastery, Sinai.

Isabel Piczek

11) That this truly is a positive image made after the
Shroud, can be proven, if we compare it with allother
ima-e in the catacomb of St. Marcellinus and Peter. This
much older painting from mid fourth century was based
on earlier tradition of eyewitness. It remained in the se-
cret isolation of the catacomb with no possible connec-
tion to the Pantocrator of Sinai. Yet, they are almost iden-
tical, except a few peculiarities of the Pantocrator image
not seen on the catacomb painting: the swelling of the
cheek and the nose, the peculiarly uplifted eyebrow and
the different focus of the two eyes. (see colour plate).

The influence 0f blockprinting : the contact

image printed by sweat and blood

12) Both images resemble the Shroud, but only the
Pantocrator matches the signs of torture. From the 15th
century would emerge a completely new idea in the cour-
se of civilization, the mass distribution of images and
ideas through the agency of the negative, blockprinting.
(see colour plate).

13) The process of obtaining a series of copies by
means of a stamp, or matrix actually is very ancient and
can be traced back to neolithic people of Europe, Egypt,
India and China.

14) But it was used merely for authentication.
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15) In the 15th century the volume production of pa-

per was introduced, made from linen instead of cotton'
'suddenly, the printing of didactic books for mass use is

launcheá, printed page by page from single wood blocks'

16) Wood blocks and later metal plates were also used

to print illustrations of great art,

18) All these blocks would print in reverse under pres-

sure. The ultimate limitation of this is that the part of the

block printed is left intactJ while the rest is cut away

Therefõre7 the portions of the block, which do the prin-

ting, are all the same height, the only way to keep the

print undistorted.

19) This very simply explains why the Shroud image,

if a body in relief wãs *rapped in the Shroud, could not

be a contact image.

20) The undistorted anatomy of the image testifies to

this

17) and also to Print cloth bY hand.
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The image conceived as a print

21) Suddenly the number of Shroud copies are multi-
plied in the 16th and 77th centuries. They all clearly
show the influence of printing.

22) One cannot say these artists did not know the
Shroud was a negative image, but they were familiar
with a different type of negativity. Printmaking in volu-
me was a powerful revolution. They could not see
beyond it, as we today cannot see beyond the photogra-
phic negative.

23) We cannot look for our more developed concept
of negativity in other ages long gone. These copies pro-
ved what we said before. Whenever mankind discovers a
new form of negativity, a new and erroneous image-ma-
king mechanism will emerge out of it.

Isabel Piczek

24) Blockprinting had to depend on very graphic
styles in art.

25) After wood engraving and engraving was develo-
ped for the more precise reproductions of paintings, ne-
gativity assumes a more sophisticated and subtle form.
The sweat and aloes-printed contact image slowly is re-
placed by the idea that the -hroud was a painting. In Bel-
gium the Shroud was on exhibition in 1449 and it alrea-
dy was called <<an astonishing arb.
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26) However, there is no continuous paint medium
film on the Shroud, while there is a continuous, uninter-
rupted image. This goes against every law of nature and

the basic technology of art. There also is foreshortening
on the body of the Man of the Shroud, not known before
the high renaissance. (see colour plate)

27) Also a painting cannot reflect something more than

what the artist knew and wanted to convey. (see colour plate)

28) The closer we go to a painting the less we can learn
about it The Shroud, on the other hand, can be endlessly

studied and new, specific and startling information will
emerge, not known by anyone before. (see colour plate)

Photonegativity :

the Shroudo a photograph ?

29) In this agc we can only think in terms of photone-
gativity.

30) The principle of photography, one might say,

follows the same rules of geometrical optics as vi-
sion itself, dependent on light propagating itself in
straight lines, vanishing point, perspective and fore-
shortening

31) But the mechanics of photography is different. It
is the action of light on chemically prepared material.
The particles cluster where light was strongest on the
film, producing a continuous tone image of the light
and shadow in reverse. Blockprinting, wood engra-
ving, and engraving as well as photography, through
exactly repeatable pictorial statements, serve mass in-
formation.
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32) Bul the accuracy of woodblock printing- and en-

graving depended on draftsmanship and style and there-
fore they distributed rather intellectual information than
a precise record of what truly existed.

33) There always remained a gap in credibility which
limited a scientific investigation based on it. In that sen-
se photography was a different kind of revolution It
could record the instant and become a more reliable tes-
timony of how things were once.

Isabel Piczek

34) But it sums up only an isolated instant without
placing it ln context with anything else, an it makes its
record of an instant within the framework of its own
technology. As a result, importantly, anything that the
technology is not yet able to see has to go unrecorded
and even unnoticed. This sets the limit on photonegativi-
ty and what it can and will communicate. Although, to-
day, we cannot see negativity without conceiving it in
terms of photonegativity, we should not believe that this
is the end of the line, as the mold and blockprinting were
not the end of the line either. There are types of negativi-
ty which we cannot even fathom today, but which will
overwhelm the minds of tomorrow. Did photonegativity
solve the problem of why the Shroud is a negative ima-
ge? No_ There are very basic differences between the
Shroud image and a photo negative.

35) The one which in particular devastates the photo
idea is that every photograph is a light-created image
with a definite light focus (directionality of light). (see
colour plate)

36) the Shroud is not a lightcreated image and it has
no light focus. One of the other great differences is that
the Shroud is just plain, raw linen. There is absolutely no
evidence on it of a material chemically sensitized to
light. Its system of negativity is alien to the system of a
photo negative. What made the positive portrait of the
Shroud man possible, marginally resembling a photo
process? (see colour plate)
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Density

The densities of the colored fibres due to an unexplai-

ned dehydration process cause a somewhat comparable

mechanism on thè Shroud which, when photographed-

translates into a positive effect. In each suggestion,about

an image making mechanism through the ages a different

undersianding of the negative is hidden. Are we closer to

the truth todaY?
A hundred years ago in Paris the ghostly image of a

key was captúred on a photoplate in the drawer of a

sci-entist, the platè was accidentally hidden under a stone'

It was believôd that sunlight was captured within the sto-

ne which slowly ejected itself and caused the ghostly

image of the key on the photoplate' The explanation falls

bacÈ on raditional beliefs of the physics of the times'

but falls short of explaining every facet of the phenome-

non experienced. Marie and Pierre Curie did not suc-

cumb tõ this traditional explanation. Due to their more

original thinking a new quality of nature was found, ra-

dioäctivity. (See the article <Is The Shroud of Turin a

Painting?> for more on this, including an illustration of
the <key image>).

We too have a ghostly negative image at hand, first
hidden in a tomb and then a silverchest. We too try to ex-

plain it through what physics and chemistry knows to-

àay. Howevei, neither of them explained entirely our
ghostly image.

I think the greatest proof of authenticity is that so

many of us, afier centuries of study, still cannot find the

final answer.
37) Someone is challenging us, challenging us

through the evolving mysteries of this piece of cloth, the

presise blueprint of the yet inaccessible future,

38) always in the dim light of our vision, but never in

our grasp. I

oole 
concept de la négativité

à travers l'histoire, contre

l'image négative du Linceul."

Nous avons l'impression que les hommes de Ia pé-

riode byzantine ou de la Renaissance - Avant la

photogiaphie - ne comprenaient pas en général les
-images 

négatives. Ceci n'est pas entièrement exacL

Seulemenileur concept de < négativité > était diffé-

rent, et cela influençait à chaque époque ce qu'ils

pensaient du mode de création de I'image du Suaire

et comment ils la coPiaient'
Epuiserons-nous jamais notre concept du négatif
photograPhique?-L' 

auteur' .faii une présentation largement illustrée

de diapositives comme l'était celui de Rome en

1993.
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